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On 18th May 2015 we, Aashaa Bora Foundation has taken steps in helping the poor
people of the society by helping one old lady named Radhika Das aged 79 years of Kotohjari,
Tetelia. This old lady lives by begging. After studying her economic condition we Aashaa
Bora Foundation gave her rice, Dal, Mustard oil, detergent bar, Potatoes, Bathing soap, hair
oil.
The team of Aashaa Bora foundation have started their survey on needy people on
30th December 2014 and this survey is continued till today. This survey was conducted in
some areas located at Guwahati (Tetelia bazaar, Ganesh Mandir, Khanapara (Research Gate),
Panbazar (Sukrashwar temple), and Nalbari (Kaharjhar) etc. by taking permission of the
president of this organisation. This survey is conducted mainly among the needy people as to
find out their daily income, standard of living and income source so that we, Aashaa Bora
Foundation can take necessary steps in helping the poor people residing in those areas.
The objective of this survey is mainly to give livelihood to the poor people and also to
improve their standard of living so that they can earn their livelihood by themselves without
begging.
Thus taking this situation in concern we Aashaa Bora Foundation, on 18th May 2015
has taken steps by helping this old lady residing in Kotohjari, Tetelia. We have first seen this
lady roaming in the streets of Tetelia. When we investigate about this old lady we came to
know that she has one son and a daughter in law with granddaughters. But they do not look
after her. They do not even give her food to eat. Thus the team members of Aashaa Bora
Foundation have visited her home for a survey. From our survey the following observations
were laid down:
1. Since this old lady was not looked after by her son and daughter in law she has to
earn her livelihood by begging. Begging was only means to live.
2. She begs door to door and market to market for food.
3. She even works in others’ house and in return they give her some rice or some
other kinds of food products.
4. After talking to her son and daughter in law we found that the old lady and her son
live separately. The old lady live in a small room and in that small room she also
cook food for herself whatever she get by begging.

5. She also doesn’t have proper clothes to wear, soap to bath and also other basic
necessities.

Conclusion:
Aashaa Bora Foundation has been playing a vital role toward the field of skill
development, livelihood generation, health care, children’s rights and women’s
empowerment. It is a non-profitable, non-governmental and non-political entity.
Since this old lady was not looked after by her son we Aashaa Bora Foundation has
taken the responsibility of giving her food items in future as well. After this activity we get
many positive responses from the village people of Tetelia and thus we will carry on such
type of activities in future as well.
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